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Chapter 5

Male stem Cell Niche and Spermatogenesis in the
Drosophila testis — A Tale of Germline-Soma
Communication
Fani Papagiannouli
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/58756

1. Introduction
A fundamental question in biology is how communication and exchange of short-range signals
shape the microenvironment for setting up functional tissues. In all adult tissues and organs
harboring stem cells, tissue homeostasis and repair relies on the proper communication of stem
cells and their differentiating daughter cells with the local tissue microenvironment that homes
them [1, 2]. Stem cell research has made outstanding contributions on the factors that maintain
stem cells or drive them to generate differentiated daughter cells. The use of stem cells in the
development of cell-based medicine and in repairing malformed, damaged or aging tissues
demands a better understanding of stem cells at a molecular level and of how they behave in
their physiological context.
The basic principles controlling stem cell self-renewal versus differentiation are strikingly
conserved during evolution and their regulatory logic is often very similar among homologous
stem cell niches. Since the signaling pathways and their regulatory circuits are highly complex
in the mammalian system with significant molecular redundancy, they are often difficult to
study. Therefore, using a simpler model system such as the Drosophila testis allows us to
elucidate the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms of stem cell maintenance and
differentiation in a straightforward way.
The Drosophila testis provides an excellent system to study in vivo how two closely apposed
cell types communicate and coordinate their reciprocal interaction. Recent advances in
spermatogenesis have shown that testis morphogenesis is achieved through the physical
contact and diffusible signals exchanged between the germline and the somatic cell popula‐
tions [3]. Moreover, the Drosophila testis provides a powerful system to study germline-soma
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communication as it is possible to identify the different cell populations with specific markers,
study them within the context of their wild type surrounding and trace them after genetic
manipulations [2, 4]. Although several signaling molecules, cytoskeletal and other factors have
been so far identified, many aspects of the coordination of these events remain unsolved. Using
well-established genetic tools, cell-type specific markers and imaging techniques we can
manipulate cell function in a spatio-temporal specific way within the germline-soma micro‐
environment and decode how signal transmission and polarity are established, maintained
and coordinated on the mechanistic level. Therefore, elucidating the mechanisms and factors
that regulate these processes is crucial for understanding cell communication and coordination
per se, which is a prerequisite for the therapeutic applications in other stem cell systems and
in various tissue contexts.
The proposed chapter gives an overview of the Drosophila male stem cell niche and its
importance as a model system for understanding stem cell function. The chapter starts with
an introduction to the system, focusing on the importance of soma-germline communication,
mutual coordination and progressive co-differentiation. As next, follows the role of the stem
cell niche and signaling pathways in balancing stem cell maintenance and differentiation. The
specification and positioning of the stem cell niche is discussed, in view of recent data in the
field, which put the way we understand stem cell niche establishment and maintenance into
a new perspective. Finally, the role of septate junctions and cortical polarity components in
the somatic lineage is presented, together with open questions and challenges of the current
research in the field.

2. The Drosophila testis
Organogenesis of the Drosophila testis, a structure first made by the coalesce of germ cells and
somatic gonadal cells in late embryogenesis, proceeds continuously throughout embryonic
and larval stages, to reach maturation in adult stages. The embryonic gonad results from the
coalescence of the germ cells that completed migration and the somatic gonadal precursors
(SGPs). SPGs are mesodermal cells specified in bilateral clusters within the eve domain of
abdominal parasegments [5] 10 to 13 [6-9]. The development of male and female gonads
already differs at the time of gonad coalescence. In the male gonads three SGP populations are
identifiable by their different gene expression: the posterior-SGPs, the posterior male-specific
SGPs which die by apoptosis in females [6] and the anterior-SGPs which will give rise to the
hub, the core of the testicular niche which will recruit and organize the anterior-most germ
cells to become germline stem cells (GSCs) [10]. Therefore, it becomes evident that the different
SGP populations joining the male gonad orchestrate testis morphogenesis since the germ cells
represent a uniform population at that time. The SGPs are specified initially through the
function of Zinc-finger homeodomain protein 1 (Zfh-1) within the cluster of the lateral
mesoderm (PS2-14) which work together the homeobox protein Tinman to promote germ cell
migration to the lateral mesoderm. Subsequently, Zfh-1 restriction in PS10-13 correlates with
the specification of these cells as SPGs.
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The first signs of testis organogenesis are detected in 1st instar larvae (L1) and a testis with a
mature stem cell niche and all premeiotic stages is detected at 3rd instar larvae (L3). The
Drosophila testis contains two types of stem cells: the germline stem cells (GSCs) and the somatic
cyst stem cells (CySCs). Each GSC is surrounded by two somatic cyst stem cells (CySCs) and
both types of stem cells are maintained through their association to the hub cells, a cluster of
non-dividing cells forming the niche organizer. Upon asymmetric cell division, each GSC
produces a new GSC attached to the hub and a distally located gonialblast (Gb), whereas each
CySC pair divides to generate two CySCs remaining associated with the hub and two distally
located post-mitotic daughter somatic cyst cells (SCCs) [1, 11]. Upon asymmetric stem cell
division, each GSC produces a new GSC attached to the hub and a distally located gonialblast,
whereas each CySC pair divides to generate two CySCs and two somatic cyst cells (SCCs) [1,
12]. GSCs divide asymmetrically with the mitotic spindle orientated perpendicular to the hub
[13, 14]. After division the GSC remains in contact with the hub and inherits the mother
centriole whereas the gonialblast, inherits the daughter centriole and initiates differentiation
[15]. However, upon starvation-or genetically-induced GSC loss, the GSC population can be
renewed both by symmetric renewal and de-differentiation of transient amplifying sperma‐
togonia, which repopulate the niche and reestablish contact to the hub [16].The gonialblast
divides mitotically four more times to give rise to 16 interconnected spermatogonial cells,
forming a cyst surrounded by the two SCCs (Fig.1). As germ cells enter their differentiation
program of four transient amplifying divisions followed by pre-meiotic gene expression and
meiotic divisions, the SCCs grow enormously in size, elongate and wrap the germ cells creating
cysts [17] outside “sealed” by extracellular matrix (ECM) [18]. After the growth phase, the
spermatocytes undergo meiosis and differentiate into elongated spermatids.

Figure 1. Diagram depicting early spermatogenesis in Drosophila. GSC: germline stem cell, CySC: somatic cyst stem
cell, SCC: somatic cyst cell. For simplicity reasons CySCs and SCCs are collectively called cyst cells. Testicular cysts com‐
prise of a pair of cyst cells flanking the germline (GSCs, spermatogonia or spermatocytes).

Testis organogenesis is completed during pupal stages. For the formation of a mature testis
and a functional reproductive tract, the Drosophila testis contacts the seminal vesicle growing
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out of the genital disc during metamorphosis. The outer sheath of the male reproductive tract
develops from two populations of cells: the pigment cells of the testis and the precursors of
smooth muscle cells from the genital disc [19]. First, the muscle progenitor cells of the genital
disc contact the basal surface of the pigment cells of the testis. Then, migration of muscle and
pigment cells proceeds in opposite directions until the gonad and the seminal vesicle have
each acquired an inner layer of muscle tissue and an outer layer of pigment cells [19]. It is the
addition of the acto-myosin sheath, which gives to the adult testis its characteristic coiledshape. The pigment cells are responsible for the yellow color of the testis sheath and seminal
vesicle [17]. wnt2, expressed in the SGPs, is required for the correct development of pigment
cells [19], and in wnt2 mutant embryos pigment cells are not specified and Sox100B is not
expressed in pigment cell precursors [20, 21].
2.1. Cyst cells: The safeguards of the Germline
Critical for testis differentiation and morphogenesis is the cyst microenvironment created by
the cyst cells (CySCs and SCCs) that enclose the germline cells, accompany them throughout
their differentiation steps up to sperm individualization and maintain cyst integrity and
architecture [22, 23]. Although it is well established that soma-germline physical contact is
critical for the cell communication and for promoting their mutual development and differ‐
entiation [3], it remains so far elusive how these tightly packed cysts coordinate adhesion and
cell shape changes with signaling and membrane addition on a mechanistic level.
The thin and squamous cyst cells lack the columnar epithelial structure of e.g. the ovarian
follicular epithelium, which caught the attention of scientists analyzing apico-basal polarity
many years ago. For this reason, several questions concerning cyst cell architecture, apicalbasal polarity and sub-cellular localization of cytoskeletal proteins such as Dlg, Integrin and
Talin remained unclear. Preliminary data show that cyst cells are polarized with an innerapical surface phasing the germline (Fig. 2E; arrowheads) [22] and an outer-basal surface
surrounded by ECM [18]. Critical cytoskeletal and polarity components localize at cyst cells,
such as Rho1, Bazooka (Baz), Fasciclin II (FasII), Integrin-linked kinase (ILK), βPS-Integrin
(encoded by the myospheroid gene) (Fig. 2B-F’), as well as the septate junction proteins Dlg,
Scrib and Lgl (Fig.3 A-D). Moreover, cyst cells are able to extend projections in between the
germline spermatogonia (small insets of Fig.3 A-C) and spermatocytes (Fig.2 C-C’, E-F’; yellow
arrowheads), similar to what was previously observed in the embryonic gonads [24]. On the
morphological level, the orientation of the SCCs flanking the germ cells changes in comparison
to their mother CySCs via a not yet uncovered mechanism. The two CySCs flanking the same
GSC are arranged parallel to the testis anterior-posterior axis (A/P) and attach to the hub
whereas their post-mitotic daughter SCCs change their orientation perpendicular to the A/P
testis axis (Fig.1). During terminal differentiation, the two cyst cells of the same cyst acquire
different identities followed by morphological changes [25]: the forward SCC becomes the
“head cyst cell” (HCC) onto which all 64 spermatid heads are anchored shortly after meiosis,
and the posterior one becomes the much larger “tail cyst” (TCC) that surrounds the spermatid
tails of 1.8 mm length [26]. This results in creating polarized cysts across the testis A/P axis and
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towards the direction (A→P) of differentiation. The HCC finally is engulfed by cells of the
terminal epithelium to allow coiling of the spermatid bundles towards the testis base [27].
So far the main evidence for cyst cell (CySCs and SCCs) function came from the analysis of
individual signal transduction pathways that establish a cross talk between the soma and the
germline. In this chapter recent findings critically affecting germline-soma communication and
coordination will be highlighted, with emphasis on the role of cytoskeletal and scaffolding
components such as integrins and adaptor proteins, ECM and the septate junction components.
Interestingly, the Drosophila testis cyst cells show striking similarities with the Sertoli cells, the
supportive cells of the mammalian germline, in terms of cytoskeletal and scaffolding compo‐
nents [2]. Moreover, the genes presented in this study show high degree of conservation to
their vertebrate homologues [18, 23]. Accordingly, although we use Drosophila spermatogen‐
esis as a model for its powerful genetic tools, accessible imaging and the wealth of underlying
prior knowledge on which to built on, the regulatory mechanisms discovered in the Drosophi‐
la testis provide paradigms for regulatory strategies in spermatogenesis and allow us to discern
the complexity of niche and testis homeostasis in other organisms and stem cell systems in
other tissues, which will eventually advance the basic knowledge required for stem cell
applications.
2.2. Niche Homeostasis: Signaling regulation of stemness vs. differentiation
Tissue specific stem cells are the lifetime source of many types of differentiated cells. They
reside in microenvironments, the stem cells niches that have an important role in stem cell
behavior [28]. Gamete development requires a coordinated soma-germ line interaction that
keeps the balance between germline stem cell renewal and differentiation. The balance
between stem cell identity and differentiation at the Drosophila testicular niche results from
signals exchanged among the hub, GSCs and CySCs. The Janus-kinase transducer and
activator of transcription (JAK-STAT) pathway was the first signaling pathway found to
regulate GSC and CySC maintenance in the Drosophila testis [29, 30]. The hub cells secrete the
ligand Unpaired (Upd), which activates the JAK-STAT pathway in adjacent GSCs and CySCs
[29-31]. In the absence of JAK-STAT signaling the GSCs differentiate and are unable to selfrenew, whereas ectopic expression of upd in the germline greatly expands the population of
GSCs and CySCs in adult as well as in the larval testis [29, 30]. In GSCs, STAT is required so
that E-cadherin (E-cad) maintains the connection of the GSC to the hub and ectopic E-cad
partially rescues the maintenance of STAT-depleted GSCs [32]. Another STAT target in GSCs
is chickadde, the homologue of the Drosophila profilin. Chic is required cell autonomously to
maintain GSCs by facilitating GSC-hub contact possibly via E-cad whereas Chic in the SCCs
is affecting germ cell enclosure and restricting trans-amplifying (TA) spermatogonial divisions
[33]. When GSCs divide, their daughter cells displaced from the hub are thought to receive
lower levels of hub-derived signals and therefore differentiate. In CySCs, STAT is critical for
maintaining their stem cell character and the activation of targets essential for their identity
such as zfh-1 and chinmo [32, 34]. zfh-1 is expressed predominantly in CySCs and their imme‐
diate SCCs, and ectopic expression in late SCCs outside the niche leads in accumulation of
GSC-and CySCs-like cells which fill in the whole testis. Similarly, chinmo is expressed in
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comparable levels in CySCs and early SCCs, is required for CySCs and not GSC renewal, and
ectopic expression causes accumulation of GSCs-and CySCs-like cells. Furthermore, zfh-1 and
chinmo are not expressed in GSCs meaning that STAT can activate distinct downstream
cascades in the GSC vs. CySCs. ken and barbie (ken) is another gene necessary and sufficient to
promote CySC identity, yet in a STAT independent manner and with similar ectopic pheno‐
types like zfh-1 and chinmo [35]. At the same time, Suppressor of cytokine signaling 36E
(Socs36E) suppresses Jak-Stat signaling in the CySCs preventing them from outcompeting the
GSCs and thereby maintains the proper balance of GSCs and CySCs, in a manner that depends
on the adhesion protein integrin [36].
Interestingly, very recent findings revealed that the Hedgehog (Hh) ligand secreted from the
hub cells activates the Hh signaling in CySCs (and not in the GSCs) with critical function in
CySC maintenance [37-40]. Hh overexpression leads in increased number of CySCs, identified
as Zfh-1 positive cyst cells outside the niche, which can still proliferate in contrast to the normal
post-mitotic SCCs. Furthermore, rescue of STAT depleted testis by Hh signaling activation in
the CySCs can rescue the CySCs but GSC and germline maintenance is still impaired, as these
Zfh-1 positive CySCs are not able to induce the GSC over-proliferation phenotype observed
in SCCs ectopic Zfh-1 activation [38]. This suggests that [1] zfh-1 expression relies on inputs
from both Hh and JAK-STAT signaling pathways and that [2] apart from Zfh-1 other STAT
regulated factors are necessary for allowing the CySC-to-GSC communication, which pro‐
motes GSC maintenance.
Notably, BMP seems to be the primary pathway leading to GSC self-renewal in the Drosophi‐
la testis [41-44]. BMP ligands and the BMP modulator magu, are expressed in the hub and CySCs
that serve as the GSC niche and their loss results in reduced GSC numbers and bam derepression, whereas the hub and CySCs remain unaffected [42-44]. This could also suggest that
expansion of GSC population by the JAK-STAT signaling could be due to its activation in the
CySCs that consequently leads to enhanced expression of BMP ligands from CySCs [32] that
finally drive GSC expansion. The BMP pathway is also negatively regulated in the course of
testis morphogenesis along embryonic-larval-adult stages via Smurf (SMAD ubiquitination
regulatory factor) [45]. High BMP levels are required at the initial steps of niche establishment
when the hub cells attract the nearby germ cells to become GSCs in late embryogenesis up to
early 3rd instar larval stages. Apparently, BMP signaling is spatially and temporally downre‐
gulated in stem cells and early germline cells in late 3rd instar larval and pupal testes through
Smurf proteolytic activity. The described BMP downregulation seems to be critical for the
normal decrease in stem cell number during pupal development, for restricting TA sperma‐
togonia proliferation and control of the testis size. This dynamic regulation indicates the
requirement for fine trimming the BMP signaling intensity during subsequent developmental
stages and might even suggest a difference between establishment vs. maintenance of certain
cell populations across different stages. Yet, another recent story revealed that GSC charac‐
teristics can be maintained over time even after ablating the CySC and SCCs [46]. Without
CySCs and SCCs, early germ cells away from the hub failed to initiate differentiation and
maintained their GSC-like characteristics. Therefore, it becomes evident that the interactions
between different stem cell populations and how one stem cell population influences the other
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can be indeed very complex. Finally, antagonistic functions between the Drosophila β-catenin
Armadillo (Arm) and the microRNAs-(miR-) 310-313 suggest that modulation of the Wingless
signaling activity is important to buffer germ cell and somatic differentiation in the Drosophi‐
la testis [47].
Critical for germ cell differentiation is the expression of bag of marbles (bam) and benign
gonial cell neoplasm (bgcn) in dividing spermatogonial cells in order to regulate their
proliferation [48]. bam transcription is negatively regulated by the cooperation of the Glass
bottom boat (Gbb) and Decapentaplegic (Dpp) signaling pathways emanating from the hub
and CySCs to maintain the GSC identity [42]. Bam is required cell autonomously in TA
spermatogonia to stop proliferation and enter the spermatocyte differentiation program [49].
The switch from TA proliferation to differentiation is mediated by translational control:
Mei-P26 facilitates the accumulation of Bam in TA cells whereas Bam and Bcgn bind meiP26 3’ untranslated region and repress translation of mei-P26 in late TA cells. Thus, germ
cells progress through subsequent regulatory states that is: from a Mei-P26 on/Bam off to
a Bam on/Mei-P26 off state.
Another signaling pathway restricting GSC proliferation is mediated by Epidermal Growth
Factor Receptor (EGFR), whose inactivation in SCCs leads to an expansion of male GSCs
[50]. In Drosophila testis, the major ligand of the EGFR pathway, Spitz (Spi) is secreted from
the germline cells to stimulate the EGFR on cyst cells (CySCs and SCCs) [25]. Removal of
either spi or stet from the germline cells, or removal of the EGFR from the cyst cells resulted
in increased division frequencies of GSCs but did not affect the division frequencies of
CySCs, suggesting that EGF signaling downregulates GSC divisions. Likewise, Raf, an EGFR
downstream component, is required in SCCs to limit GSC expansion [51-53]. In testes
mutated for the rhomboid homologue stet, the germ cells fail to associate with SCCs.
Furthermore, germ cells recruit CySCs via the ligand Spitz, which binds to EGFR, and acts
through the nucleotide exchange factor Vav to regulate the activity of Rac1, a down‐
stream component of the EGFR pathway. Taken together, EGF signaling from the germ‐
line cells produces differential Rac-and Rho-activities across the cyst cells that leads to a
directional growth of the cyst cells around the germline cells [25]. Finally, Zero popula‐
tion growth (Zpg), the Drosophila gap junction Innexin 4, is localized to the spermatogo‐
nia surface, primarily on the sides adjacent to SCCs [54] and is required for the survival
and differentiation of early germ cells in both sexes [55, 56].

3. The male stem cell niche: Specification and positioning
The somatic cells of the hub form the organizing center, a cluster of non-dividing cells, at the
anterior part of the embryonic male gonad originating, as already discussed, from SGPs [10].
However, not only the hub but also the cyst cells are specified from the SGPs and the common
origin between hub and CySCs has been shown by lineage tracing experiments [57]. This is
further supported by the fact that both cell types can be traced using the same cell markers
such as Zfh-1 and Traffic Jam (TJ) [25]. Hub cell fate vs. cyst cell fate is specified prior to gonad
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coalesce in a subset of somatic gonadal precursor cells (SGPs) upon Notch signaling activation
[57]. In a next step, the abdominal A (abd-A) and Abdominal B (Abd-B) Hox genes promote the
distinct identities of the SGP clusters: anterior SGP identity (PS10-11) is specified by Abd-A and
repressed by Abd-B, a combination of Abd-A and Abd-B specifies the posterior SPGs (PS12) and
Abd-B alone specifies the male-specific [58] SPGs (PS13) [9, 10, 20, 59]. Thus, Abd-A and AbdB pattern the A/P axis of the formed gonad. Moreover, Abd-B can control the correct hub
positioning by upregulating the tyrosine-kinase sevenless (sev) in the ms-SGPs. Sev is activated
by the Boss ligand emanating from the primordial germ cells to represses ectopic hub differ‐
entiation [60] whereas the Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling represses hub
formation in the rest of the SGPs [61]. Specification of CySCs vs. hub cell fate relies as well on
the antagonistic function of lines (lin) and brother of odd with entrails limited (bowl). Bowl is a zinc
finger transcription factor required in the hub cells and its antagonist Lin is a cytoplasmic
protein with catalytic activity whereas Drumstick (Drm) competes with Lin for binding to Bowl
[25, 62]. This regulatory network was supported by analysis of mutant phenotypes: bowl
mutant gonads had fewer hub cells, lines mutant gonads had increased number of hub cells,
whereas lines depleted CySCs acquired some hub-like properties and markers [57]. Once
specified, the hub cells are able to recruit the anterior-most germ cells to become the germline
stem cells (GSCs) [63], giving rise to the male stem cell niche [64].
We have discussed how the posteriorly expressed Hox genes AbdA and AbdB promote the
distinct identities of the SGP clusters in the embryonic male gonad and how the diffusible
signals and physical contact of germ and somatic cells keep the balance between stem cell
renewal and differentiation in the larval and adult testis. However, it is interesting to under‐
stand how the male stem cell niche is maintained from its initial specification up to the adult
stages and how this morphogenetic process is coordinated. In order to ensure normal niche
function in the Drosophila testis, the hub cells not only need to be properly specified but also
need to be correctly placed. Integrin-mediated adhesion is important for maintaining the
correct position of the embryonic hub cells during gonad morphogenesis. In the absence of
integrin-mediated adhesion, the hub cells still form a cluster, but instead of remaining at the
anterior part of the gonad they migrate to the middle part of the developing gonad [65].
Disruption of integrin-mediated adhesion in adult testis by knocking down talin/rhea, an
integrin-binding and essential focal adhesion protein of the Integrin-cytoskeleton link [66, 67],
results in GSC loss and gradual hub disappearance, a phenotype, which becomes more severe
as adult males age [67]. As in talin-depleted adult testis the hub is progressively lost, the signals
that normally emanate from the hub to instruct stem cell renewal are absent, driving the
balance between stem cell maintenance and differentiation towards more differentiation and
progressive stem cell loss [65]. A similar hub displacement phenotype is observed by depleting
adult testis of Lasp [68], an actin-binding protein. From the vertebrate system we know that
Lasp interacts genetically with Integrin [69] and in blood platelets Lasp requires Integrin for
its proper localization to the cytoskeleton [70]. Moreover, expression levels of Integrin and
Talin are critical for occupation of the niche as CySCs with enhanced integrin-mediated
adhesion are able to compete and displace their neighboring GSCs [36].
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Figure 2. Somatic cyst cells are thin, elongated cells with apical and basal surfaces surrounded by ECM. (A) Schematic
diagram of early Drosophila spermatogenesis. Somatic cyst cells (SCC) are thin, squamous cells and wrap the germline
creating cysts surrounded by ECM (orange). (B-F’) Components of cyst cells (red) co-stained with Dlg (green). Here,
only the spermatocyte region is shown. Baz (B, B’) and FasII (D, D’) co-localize with Dlg. Rho1 and Dlg decorate the
SCCs but do not co-localize (C, C’). In SCCs Dlg and Integrin are not co-localizing, with Dlg being apical (inner side;
white arrowheads) and PS-Integrin more basal (facing outside; white arrows) (E, E’). ILK decorates the SCC cytoplasm
and Dlg decorates SCCs facing the germline (white arrowheads) (F, F’). Yellow arrowheads in (C), (E) and (F) show SCC
cellular projections growing in between the germ cells. Testes are oriented anterior left. Scale Bar: 10 mm. (G) Sche‐
matic diagram depicting a close up of a spermatocyte cyst with key players involved in niche positioning (for simplicity
only one somatic cyst cell is shown). Within the spermatocytes, red line indicates the spermatocyte nuclear membrane,
green dots illustrate Abd-B in the nucleolus and blue represents the nucleoplasm.
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3.1. Some function, different mechanisms: How the Boss/Sev-AbdB cross-talk regulates
niche positioning and integrity
As already mentioned, the Boss/Sev signaling pathway plays an important role in hub
positioning in the Drosophila embryonic male gonads by preventing ectopic niche differentia‐
tion in the posterior gonadal somatic cells. Abd-B, upstream of this cascade, activates sev in the
posterior SGPs [60] and consistent with the fact that weak Abd-B mutant alleles result in hub
expansion and integrity defects in embryonic gonads [10]. A very recent study revealed a new
role for the posterior Hox gene Abd-B in the larval and adult testis. Analysis of the role of the
Hox protein Abd-B in the Drosophila testis revealed that Abd-B present in the germline
spermatocytes acts upstream of the Boss/Sev pathway to regulate hub positioning and
integrity, which finally leads to loss of Integrin and Actin localization in the neighboring cyst
cells [18]. Analysis of the genetic interactions of Abd-B with integrin and focal adhesion proteins,
revealed that male stem cell niche positioning is regulated by a number of factors, which link
Integrin to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and actin filaments. Interestingly, the incorrect
placement of the niche in Abd-B depleted testes, results in cell non-autonomous centrosome
mispositioning and reduced GSC divisions, leading to a dramatic reduction of the pre-meiotic
stages of the adult testis, a hallmark of aging in testis [14, 71].
Taken together these studies show that the same players, AbdB, Boss, Sev and Integrin, are
used in larval stages to preserve hub positioning and integrity after the initial establishment
at embryonic stages but using a slightly variable mechanism: (a) In embryonic gonads, AbdB from the male-specific SGPs regulates sev expression in the same cells, whereas Boss signals
from the germ cells signals to the Sev expressing cells to ensure that the niche develops in the
anterior region of the gonad [60]. Integrin is also required in the somatic cells of the embryonic
gonads for anterior positioning of the hub [65]. (b) In larval testes, Abd-B regulates the same
process from the germline spermatocytes and via the Boss/Sev pathway controls integrin
localization in the neighboring SCCs. This expression switch of Abd-B from the somatic to the
germline lineage not only highlights that the mechanism of Abd-B dependent hub positioning
is different between embryonic and larval stages but also raises the interesting questions of
why and how Abd-B changes its expression and thus the mechanism of hub positioning.
During adult stages when testis morphogenesis is completed with the addition of the actomyosin sheath originating from the genital disc [19], hub positioning and integrity is regulated
by Sev, Boss [60] and Integrin [68] whereas Abd-B regulates hub positioning from a different
cell type in comparison to embryonic and larval stages which is this time the cells of the actomyosin sheath, originating from the genital disc. It seems that the occurrence of new cell types
and cell interactions in the course of testis organogenesis made it necessary to adapt the whole
stem cell system to the new cellular conditions by reusing the same main players of niche
positioning in an alternative manner.
3.1.1. Boss mediates, in a Dynamin-and Src-dependent way, germline-soma signaling in larval testis
Drosophila Boss is an atypical G-protein coupled receptor membrane protein that was first
identified as a ligand of the Sevenless (Sev) tyrosine kinase involved in eye differentiation.
Previous studies in the eye showed that upon binding of the transmembrane protein Boss to
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its receptor Sev, Boss becomes internalized in the sev-expressing cell (Cagan et al., 1992;
Kramer, 1993; Kramer et al., 1991] whereas in the fat body, in response to stimulation by
glucose, Boss becomes enclosed in internalized vesicles (Kohyama-Koganeya et al., 2008]. In
the Drosophila testis, Boss is found in the germline spermatocytes, primarily in vesicles (Fig.
3G), whereas Sev localizes in the cyst cells enclosing them. Abd-B performs its function by
affecting Boss internalization in the germline, as Boss is lost from internalized vesicles in AbdB depleted testes [18]. Expression of activated Sev in cyst cells of Abd-B depleted testes could
fully rescue the phenotype, meaning the Boss exerts its function via Sev activation. Similarly,
a partial rescue of hub positioning and integrin localization was observed by expressing the
shibire (shi) gene [72, 73], which is critical for the endocytic uptake of receptors from the plasma
membrane [74, 75] in spermatocytes of Abd-B depleted testes. This further suggested that Boss
functions in a dynamin-dependent way for its endocytic recycling.
In order to elucidate how the Hox transcription factor Abd-B affects Boss localization, genes
directly regulated by Abd-B in the Drosophila testis were identified by mapping Abd-B binding
sites in vivo using the DNA adenine methyltransferase identification (DamID) technology
[76-79]. This analysis resulted in the identification of 1804 Abd-B binding regions in larval
testes, which are associated with 2771 genes. To determine over-representation of GO terms,
GO terms were grouped using their annotated Biological Process and subsequently the overrepresentation of GO term groups among the identified genes was analyzed [18]. Since AbdB controls signaling between the germline and somatic lineage by regulating genes required
for Boss receptor recycling or trafficking, further analysis focused on genes involved in
trafficking processes. Two genes, one encoding the non-receptor tyrosine kinase Src oncogene
at 42A (Src42A) and another one encoding the putative signal recognition binding protein
Sec63, were identified as potential mediators of Boss function in the larval testis. In support of
a direct regulatory interaction between src42A and Abd-B in the larval testis, src42A mRNA
levels [80] were found to be significantly downregulated in spermatocytes of AbdBRNAi::T100
animals (with T100-GAL4 driving expression of UAS-AbdBRNAi in germline spermatocytes),
and likewise the activity of the protein tyrosine kinase Src42A was dramatically reduced [18].
Importantly, functional analysis revealed that src42A depleted testes mimic the loss of Abd-B
function: in contrast to wild-type testes, Boss protein was not detected in vesicles, the hub was
mispositioned and βPS-integrin was not properly localized in somatic cyst cells of src42A
depleted testes. Same results were obtained for sec63.

4. Dlg, Scrib & Lgl: New functions in the Drosophila testis
The discs large (dlg), scribble (scrib) and lethal [2] giant larvae (lgl) genes were initially identified
in Drosophila as tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) whose mutations lead to neoplastic transfor‐
mation, such as imaginal disc overgrowth and brain tumors [81-84]. Mutant flies die after an
extended larval life as “giant” larvae without pupariation. In these tumors the overproliferat‐
ing cells lose their typical epithelial apico-basal polarity, fail to organize an epithelial mono‐
layer and terminally differentiate [84-86]. Therefore, all three TSGs are additionally classified
as “cell polarity genes” [83, 84, 87-89]. Since their initial discovery, dlg, scrib and lgl have been
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recognized as having important roles also in other forms of polarity as well as in regulation of
the actin cytoskeleton, cell signaling and vesicular trafficking [86, 90].
Dlg belongs to the MAGUK (membrane-associated guanylate kinases) protein family, a class
of scaffolding proteins that recruit signaling molecules into localized multimolecular com‐
plexes [83, 91]. Dlg localizes at the cytoplasmic side of septate junctions between adjacent
epithelial cells (the equivalent of vertebrate tight junctions), as well as in neuromuscular
junctions (NMJs). It contains three PDZ domains involved in protein-protein interactions with
membrane or cytoskeletal proteins, an SH3 domain and a GUK domain. Scrib is also a septate
junctional protein of the LAP protein family, containing four PDZ domains and leucine-rich
repeats (LRRs) [85, 87, 91, 92]. Lgl is a cytosolic protein containing two WD40 motifs, involved
in protein-protein interactions [87]. Lgl can bind to non-muscle myosin II and to the cytoske‐
leton matrix, along the baso-lateral portion of the plasma membrane of epithelial cells to affect
cell polarization [93]. All three proteins, often referred to as the Dlg-polarity module, are highly
conserved in sequence among different species and growing evidence suggests that they are
functionally conserved to a large degree since the vertebrate homologues can rescue the
polarity defects and tumorous overgrowth of the respective Drosophila mutants [94-96].
4.1. Dlg, Scrib & Lgl: Multitasking proteins in common pathways in various tissues
Research over several years, defined dlg, scrib and lgl as key players in numerous tissues
contents and malignancies at different time points throughout development, and revealed
their multitasking role in: polarity and septate junction establishment; nervous system and
brain development; organ development; cancer initiation, progression and metastasis; and
mechanism of cooperation with various signaling pathways (Ras, Salvador-Warts-Hippo,
Dpp, JNK, Wg, EGFR etc) [22, 97-104]. Some of their common modes of action across different
tissues and organisms are analyzed below.
4.1.1. Polarity establishment in various cellular contexts
The Dlg polarity module works in cooperation with the Crumbs-(Crb, Pals1 & Patj) and the
Par-(Bazooka/Par3, Par6, αPKC) polarity complexes to control polarity in several tissues. In
epithelial cells, polarity is established in a finely balanced process involving cooperative and
antagonistic interactions among the apical Par-and Crumbs-complexes and the basolateral
Dlg-complex, which restrict the activity of each complex to its specific membrane domain [85,
86]. In neuroblast asymmetric cell division Dlg, Scrib and Lgl cooperate with the Par and
Inscutable-Pins complexes whereas microtubules induce Pins & Gαi cortical polarity through
Dlg and Khc-73 interactions [86, 105, 106]. In the Drosophila ectoderm, phosphorylation of
αPKC is required for Lgl to establish the lateral domain and to prevent apical Lgl recruitment.
Lgl homologues genetically interact with Par components to regulate apicobasal polarity in
Xenopus and MDCK epithelial cells, and in partitioning cell fate determinants in C.elegans [85,
90, 91, 107]. Finally, the Dlg polarity module has critical functions also in Drosophila dorsal
closure formation, in patterning anterior and posterior follicle cells, in wound healing proc‐
esses, in planar cell polarity, in formation of synapses and in NMJs together with other polarity,
scaffolding and receptor complexes [86, 102, 108].
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4.1.2. Vesicle and membrane trafficking
Several pieces of evidence suggest that Dlg, Scrib and Lgl are involved in vesicle and membrane
trafficking [86, 102]: i) Dlg and Strabismus (VanGogh) form a complex that allows membrane
deposition during cellularization in Drosophila embryos [109] ii) Dlg regulates membrane
proliferation of the subsynaptic reticulum (SSR) in NMJs by binding the t-SNARE protein
Gtaxin [110, 111] iii) Dlg and Lgl genetically interact with Exo84 which is required for mem‐
brane addition [112] iv) the yeast Lgl homologues Sro7p and Sro77p interact directly with
Exo84p and Sec9p traggicking components [113], v) mammalian Lgl binds Syntaxin-4 (tSNARE) to direct protein trafficking [114], and vi) mammalian Scrib regulates exocytosis by
binding to the β–Pix-GIT1 complex [115].
4.1.3. Gene regulation and signaling output
Recent studies associate Dlg, Scrib and Lgl with transcriptional response and signaling output
since they can regulate the shuttling of critical components between junctional complexes and
the nucleus. Such a shuttling mechanism has been described for the Dlg and Scrib vertebrate
homologues [116, 117]. In Drosophila salivary glands, Lgl together with non-muscle myosin
regulate in the cytoplasm access to chromatin modifiers, remodeling and transcription factors
necessary for salivary gland degeneration [118]. In wild type salivary glands, chromatin
remodeling factors are localized in the nucleus to bind chromatin whereas in the absence of
Lgl they accumulate in the cytoplasm and the cortical nuclear zone but cannot bind to
chromatin to regulate secondary gene expression [118].
Taken together, Dlg, Scrib and Lgl emerge as dynamic cytoskeletal components which affect
polarity, cell structure and behavior by directing the trafficking of proteins to proper plasma
membrane surfaces of the cell, and by organizing and stabilizing supramolecular adhesion
and signaling complexes through their action as scaffolding adaptor molecules [83-86, 89-91,
109, 111].
4.2. Dlg, Scrib & Lgl in testis somatic cells promote cyst cell function & testis homeostasis
Septate junctions are primary candidates for cyst integrity and coordination, as apart from
acting as sealing junctions in epithelia and neurons by mediating cell-cell adhesion, they act
as scaffolding networks together with multiple pathways to promote organ morphogenesis
[120]. Although the function of Dlg, Scrib and Lgl as TSGs has been intensively studied, their
role in testis development has been largely overlooked, as mutations in their coding genes do
not result in testis tumors. Moreover, the fact that testes lack an easy to study columnar
epithelium, which facilitates analysis of apicobasal polarity genes, didn’t favor the analysis of
these genes in this stem cell system for many years. The last years a number of studies
addressed the role of scrib, dlg and lgl scaffolding proteins in the Drosophila male gonad, testis
architecture and homeostasis [22-24, 119, 121]. Prompted by the observation that the septate
junction protein Scrib [122] is expressed in the newly formed embryonic Drosophila gonads [88],
Scrib dynamics in the embryonic gonads was investigated [24]. During gonad formation Scrib
forms a polygonal network around the germ cells and is present primarily in the somatic
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gonadal cells, the so-called gonadal mesoderm, that surrounds them. Scrib synthesis in the
gonadal mesoderm is cell autonomous, since analysis of agametic gonads and pseudo-gonads
made of aggregated germ cells revealed that Scrib in the germ cells requires a direct contact
to the gonadal mesoderm [24].
As Dlg, Scrib and Lgl act cooperatively in several tissue contexts [23, 84], their function
during male gonad and testis development was analyzed in a comparable way [22, 119].
This work revealed that cell autonomous scrib and dlg expression in the gonadal meso‐
derm affects critically the internal structure of the gonads by establishing the intimate
contacts of the germ cells to the gonadal mesoderm [24, 119]. At later stages, dlg, scrib and
lgl expression in the hub, CySCs and SCCs (Fig.3 A-C) is indispensable for testis develop‐
ment and homeostasis, as depletion of these genes results in extremely small testes with
reduced number of germline stem cells and impaired differentiation (Fig.3 E-H). More‐
over, Dlg localization in CySCs establishes a tight connection between GSCs and CySCs,
and thereby preserves the niche architecture. In late SCCs dlg expression is critical for their
survival, growth, expansion and for maintaining the integrity of the cysts [22]. This is
supported by the observation that the Eya-positive SCCs present in the wild-type testes
(Fig.3I; arrowheads) are lost in dlg testes (Fig.3J) and die due to apoptosis [22]. Similar to
dlg, lgl testes also lose Eya-positive SCCs (Fig.3L), whereas in scrib testes late SCCs are still
present (Fig.3K; arrowheads) but the size of these Eya-positive nuclei and of overall testis
size is significantly reduced [119]. In contrast to the overgrowth phenotypes observed in
imaginal discs and brain hemispheres, the extensive defects in dlg, scrib and lgl mutant
testes underline the importance of the somatic lineage in the establishment of a tight somagermline adhesion and cyst integrity, which is a prerequisite for a functional male stem cell
niche and proper testis differentiation [2, 23, 119].
Another striking finding was the formation of wavy and ruffled plasma membrane upon dlg
over-expression in somatic cyst cells capping the spermatocyte cysts. Up to now, there is no
mechanism describing how cyst cells in Drosophila testis grow enormously, elongate and
ensheath the germ cells of spermatogonial and spermatocyte cysts or how spermatid differ‐
entiation and individualization is guided by the polarized head and tail SCC. From other
systems we know that Dlg regulates membrane proliferation in a subset of NMJs in a dosedependent fashion [123] and is an important player in the process of polarized membrane
insertion during cellularization [109, 124-126].
Another way to interpret this result would be to consider that Dlg regulates the intensity
of germ cell encapsulation through the Egfr pathway, which is the major signaling pathway
active at the microenvironment of the spermatogonial cysts [50, 51]. Membrane ruffling,
detected in somatic cells upon dlg over-expression, is highly reminiscent of the formation
of lammellipodia-like structures, formed upon up-regulation of Rac1 in SCCs [53]. Rac1 is
a downstream component of the Egfr pathway and acts antagonistically to Rho in order to
regulate germ cell encapsulation; moreover, Rho activation perturbates TJ function in
various experimental systems [129]. It has already been shown that Dlg regulates mem‐
brane proliferation in a subset of NMJs in a dose-dependent fashion [123] and is an
important player in the process of polarized membrane insertion during cellularization [109,
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Figure 3. Dlg, Scrib and Lgl in the somatic lineage have critical functions in niche architecture, testis differentiation
and homeostasis. (A-C) Dlg, Scrib and Lgl localize in somatic hub, somatic stem and cyst cells in Drosophila testis. (D)
Dlg overexpression leads to ruffled membranes of somatic cyst cells, showing that Dlg promotes somatic cyst cell
growth and membrane addition. (E-H) dlg, scrib and lgl mutant testes are extremely small, with reduced number of
germline stem cells and impaired differentiation with only few spermatogonial cysts. Traffic Jam (TJ) marks the somat‐
ic stem cell and cyst cell nuclei, Vasa the germline, Armadillo (Arm) the hub and somatic stem and cyst cells, a-Spectrin
the fusome growing through the interconnected spermatogonia and spermatocytes. (I-L) In dlg and lgl testes late so‐
matic cyst cells are lost as no Eyes Absent (Eya)-positive cyst cells are observed and the tight connection between the
cyst cells and the germline is lost. In scrib testes Eya-positive somatic cyst cells are present, however testes are small
and underdeveloped. Arrows point at the somatic cyst cell membrane. Arrowheads point at Eya-positive late somatic
cyst cells. Testis hub is oriented towards the left. Scale Bar: 10mm

124-126]. The fact that membrane proliferation is also involved in mechanisms such as tissue
spreading and cell surface extensions, including membrane ruffles [127, 128] and com‐
bined with our results on SCCs membrane ruffling upon Dlg overexpression it can be
suggested that polarized membrane insertion, mediated by Dlg, might conduct SCCs
growth, expansion and spreading over the germ cells of testicular cysts.

5. Conclusions and future perspectives
Cell polarity and signaling are fundamental biological processes that impact stem cell function,
cancer, cell migration, tissue morphogenesis and response to pathogenic infections. Growing
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scientific evidence suggests that these processes are intimately linked. Moreover, shuttling of
signaling complexes into specific intracellular regions happens via their recruitment in subcellular domains guided by polarity scaffolds. The microenvironment of the male testis cysts,
built by the cyst cell-germline intimate connection, provides an ideal model system to inves‐
tigate how soma-germline adhesion and cell morphological changes are coordinated with cell
communication and exchange of short-range signals.
So far the main evidence for cyst cell (CySCs and SCCs) function came from the analysis of
individual signal transduction pathways that establish a cross-talk between the soma and the
germline. Now we know that cyst cells are crucially important for soma-germline cyst
integrity, overall rigidity and for setting up a functional cyst microenvironment. To this end,
it is important (a) to investigate the requirement of the somatic lineage, the cyst cells, as
safeguard of germline function, and (b) to characterize the local soma-germline communica‐
tion within the cysts with focus on how polarity scaffolds and signaling platforms promote
this. Resolving the basic features of cyst’s microenvironment and soma-germline coordination
will allow the study of more complex questions in the future such as long-range signaling at
the level of cyst-cyst communication. Moreover, the use of a combination of genetic, genomic
and high-resolution microscopy techniques to approach these questions will enable us to adapt
tools, already successfully established in other tissues and model systems (such as FRAP, FRET
and organ cultures) to the Drosophila testis.
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